SRC Users’ Meeting Hwy 51 Detour Information for Friday September 27 and Saturday, September 28.

The Wisconsin Department of Transportation will be resurfacing sections of Hwy-51 and has provided detour suggestions for accessing SRC during the Users’ meeting.

**Travelling North from the Quality Inn and Suites in Stoughton on Hwy 51**

**Update:** Note that streets on either side of Hwy 51 have different names

From the Quality Inn, proceed North on Hwy 51.

Turn right on Halverson/Quam Road (by the Mobil Gas station), then immediately left onto Barber Drive.

Proceed to the intersection of Barber Drive and Scoville/Schneider Drive.

Continue on Schneider Drive and turn left into the Physical Sciences Lab parking lot (meeting location), which is next to SRC. The address for the Physical Sciences Lab is 3725 Schneider Dr.

(and yes, you have to go through the “road closed” signs)

**Travelling South on Hwy 51 from McFarland/Madison**

Coming from McFarland/Madison on Hwy 51, make a right turn on Dyreson.

Continue on Dyreson until it intersects with Schneider Drive.

Make a right turn onto Schneider Drive.

Turn left into to the Physical Sciences Lab parking lot (meeting location), which is next to SRC.

The address for the Physical Sciences Lab is 3725 Schneider Dr.